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The Weyl definition of pseudodifferential operators lends itself in a natural way 
to generalizations to hermitian symmetric spaces. The boundedness of operators 
obtained in the case of the domain BD I (y = 2) is proven, as a major step towards 
the development of a symbolic calculus of operators on the light cone. ‘1’ 1987 
Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Weyl calculus of pseudodifferential operators (or rather an inessen- 
tial variant of it) has proved useful in partial differential equations for more 
than twenty years: besides its technical effectiveness, it has brought essen- 
tial ideas from classical and quantum mechanics (e.g., the role played by 
the symplectic structure of the phase space and the associated group of 
canonical transformations) into the core of methods available in PDE’s. 
On the other hand, it is only rather recently that PDE people have come to 
a full realization of the importance of the metaplectic group in the whole 
theory: much is owed to J. Leray’s Lagrangian Analysis in this context. It 
immediately led to refinements in the pseudodifferential operator calculus 
[ 11, 213, taking the newly (re)discovered covariance into account. What is 
more central to our purpose, it helped to understand in a clearer way the 
connections between the geometry of the phase space and the kind of 
localized representation theory involved in the more technical parts of 
pseudodifferential operator theory. 
The search for significant generalizations of the Weyl calculus of 
operators has led to two quite distinct theories. Indeed, the phase space 
iw” x iw” of the Weyl calculus enjoys a double status: it may be considered 
as an orbit of the coadjoint representation of the Heisenberg group, which 
leads to the generalizations suggested by Howe [13, 143, Ratcliff [IS], and 
Wildberger [ 151. Alternatively, it may be considered as a symmetric space, 
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which has been our point of view [23, 27, 24, 251. The two kinds of 
theories bear very few similarities, which is not surprising as the groups 
involved are nilpotent in one case and semisimple in the other; also, the 
complex structure of the phase space plays an important part in our 
method. A related suggestion, though more akin to a generalization of the 
Wick calculus of operators, had been made earlier by Berezin [ 1, 21: a 
comparison between Berezin’s method and ours can be found in [25]. 
In the present paper, we give the symmetric space I7= SO,(2, n + l)/ 
(SO(2) x SO(n + 1)) the status of a phase space for a symbolic calculus of 
operators. The Hilbert space on which operators act is the space H, of a 
certain representation taken from the holomorphic discrete series, built in 
the way defined and studied by Rossi and Vergne [ 19,201, Gross and 
Kunze [3,4, $61, and others; only II, does not have to be an integer, as we 
are quite satisfied with projective representations. Now, letting the sym- 
metries of Z7 enter the picture, we are led in a natural way to the 
assignment of an operator Op(f) on Hj. to any reasonable function (a 
“symbol”) f on I7: we refer the interested reader to [23] or [25] for the 
motivating analogy with the Weyl calculus. The main result of the paper is 
a proof of the boundedness of operators associated to smooth symbols f 
satisfying the property that Of is a bounded function whenever D is an 
invariant differential operator on Z7. According to our previous experience 
with the case n = 0, the main lemma involved in the proof of this fact is 
indeed the crucial step in the build-up of the whole theory. In view of the 
length of the developments, however, we defer to further publications the 
study of the composition of operators, asymptotics for the symbolic 
calculus, and applications. 
When n = 0, 17 is just the Poincare half-plane, and the symbolic calculus 
has been in this case completely developed: we shall recall its main features 
briefly in the conclusion, after the reader has made himself familiar with the 
main ideas. Let us mention at once that complete asymptotics do work in 
this case not in the H,-calculus but in the “Fuchs calculus” [26] one gets 
as some kind of renormalized limit as ,? + co. Though we shall not describe 
it here, a Fuchs calculus exists for general n: it should play for the cone 
C = rWl x SO,( 1, n)/SO(n) (this is the so-called configuration space: ZZ is 
the complex tube over C) a role somewhat analogous to the one played for 
half-spaces by the Melrose calculus [ 161, also termed the calculus of 
totally characteristic operators by Hormander [ 121. 
There are two reasons for our present choice of the BD I (q = 2) model. 
First, the space has rank 2, which makes it still feasible, though admittedly 
complicated, to compute effectively invariant differential operators on 17. 
Second, in the case n = 3 the cone C is just the forward light cone of 
relativistic theories, which might one day give further significance to the 
calculus. 
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2. THE GROUP r= SO,(2, it + 1) AND THE SYMMETRIC SPACE l7= f/K 
Besides setting notations, this section will recall the main facts about the 
structure of I7 to be used later: it should be helpful to people who (like 
ourselves) are more familiar with pseudodifferential operators than with 
harmonic analysis. 
The transpose of a matrix M shall be denoted as M’, with the 
customary exception that a vector x E R”+ ’ shall often be denoted as 
x = (x,, x, ,...) x,) when we do not need to display it formally as a column 
vector. We let 
and define 
J= 
( ) 
:, “, EGL(R”+‘) (1.1) 
r(x)= (x, Jx)=x;-XT- ... -xi. (1.2) 
The Lorentz group SO(1, n) may be characterized as the group of 
A E GL(R”+ ‘) satisfying det A = 1 as well as the equation A’- ‘J= J/i; the 
connected component of the identity in this group shall be denoted as 
SO,( 1, n), and we finally let 
G={aA:a>0,A~S0~(1,n)}. (1.3) 
The group G acts transitively on the (forward) light cone C defined as the 
set of xEFY+’ satisfying x0 > 0 together with T(X) > 0. If ME G, we set 
IA41 = (det M)““+ ‘, so that la/ii = a with the above notations; also, 
r(Mx)=IMl*r(x) for every XEC. We let 
n=C+iRfl+‘= {x+i~:xeC,[eR”+‘}; (1.4) 
o = (1, O,..., 0) E C shall be considered at the same time as a point of n 
through its identification with o + i0. 
We now parametrize n in a way taken from Piatetsky-Chapiro [ 173 
though it has been found useful to modify his parametrization slightly. 
Let us denote as A = (a,, PO, c1r, j,,..., p,) the generic point of Cnf3 (the 
order of the coordinates is important); for every pair (A, A’) of points of 
c ” + 3, let 
q(A,A’)=a,ab+BoBb-cc,a;-B,8;- ... -&J3:, (1.5) 
in other words q(A, A’) = (A, 9A’) with 
1 
J= 
i i 
1 EGL(C”+~). (1.6) 
--I 
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Let d denote the set of all points A E @” +’ satisfying 
q(A, A)=O; q(A, A) = 2. 
If A E sli, one has 
(1.7) 
lc(f+/gl < Icc,l’+ lB”l~-2<t(120-iBo12+ l”o+ipo12), 
so that lclO- i& # I@,,+ ipOl: we finally define Sz as the subset of d charac- 
terized by the inequality 
/~o-&l’I@o+~Pol~ (1.8) 
One has CC; - CI: #O if A E s?i, which makes it possible to define 
X=(X0,X ,,..., Xn),CH+’ by 
x, = B, i(cr,+a,)’ (1.9) 
This implies 
so that 
@-0 1+ r(X) aI 1 -r(X) -= and -=-. 
MO+@, 2 %+~I 2 ’ 
(1.10) 
also, with x = Re X, one has 
q(A, A) = 2 [cl0 + c(, 1’ r(x), 
thus 
r(x) = (cc0 + c(, I ‘. (1.11) 
Observe that o = (1,0 ,..., 0) is the image of A0 = (1, i, 0 ,..., 0): it is then easy 
to conclude from (1.10) and (1.11) that the map defined in ( 1.9) maps Q 
onto I7 defined in (1.4). Moreover, A and A ’ yield the same X if and only if 
they have the same image in the projective space P,,+ 2(@), i.e., if A ’ = 2.4 
for some z E @ with IzI = 1. 
The group I-= X),(2, n + 1) is the connected component of the identity 
in the group of all matrices y E SL(n + 3, Iw) preserving the quadratic form 
q, i.e., satisfying the condition y’Jy = J: its linear action on @“+ 3 keeps Q 
fixed, which makes it possible to associate a diffeomorphism [r] of IZ 
onto itself with each y E ZY Let us make a few transformations 
7: (a,, PO> a1 > /I, ,...) H (CC;, fib, cc’, , p’, ,...) and their associated [y] explicit. 
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Type 1. With r] E KY’+‘, define 
ab=(1-fr(?))ao-~r(rl)al+(B,4>, 
a;=tr(q)ao+(l +$r(v))al- (B,Jul), 
&=Pei-(ao+aI)f7,. 
An elementary computation shows that YE f and that [r] is defined by 
[y](X) = x+ iv. 
Type 2. With a>O, let 
ab=+(u+a~ml)ao-t(a-u ‘)a,, 
a; = -~(Q-u~’ )a,+t(a+up’)a,, 
/3/ = P,. 
Then [y](X) = uX for every XE 17. 
Type 3. With n E SO,( 1, n), let 
ab=a,, a; =a,, 8’ = ng. 
Then [y](X) = AX. 
A typographically costly displaying of the elements in the Lie algebras of 
the above-defined subgroups of r shows that I‘ is generated by the y’s of 
type 1, 2, 3 together with the single element y = -J. The transformation of 
Il associated with -J is the symmetry C defined by 
cx= (r(X)) ’ JX, (1.12) 
where J and r have been defined in (1.1) and ( 1.2): it will play a fundamen- 
tal role in this work. 
From what precedes it follows that r acts transitively in Z7; one may also 
check that [y](o) = o if and only if 1’ belongs to K= SO(2) x SO(n + l), a 
maximal compact subgroup of ZY Thus Z7 can be identified with the 
homogeneous pace T/K consisting of cosets yK. 
For every pair (X, Z) of points of Z7, let us define 
It-(X+ a 
6+(x3 Z)=4(r(x) r(z))l12 
and 
6. (X, Z) = ‘dX- z)’ 
4(r(x) r(z))“’ 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
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with x = Re X, z = Re X. One then has 
S,(CYl(W> CYl(Z))=6+(X Z) (1.15) 
for every y E f. Indeed, this is obvious if 7 is of type 1,2, or 3, and is a con- 
sequence of the relation r(X+Z)=r(X)+r(Z)+2(X, JZ) if ;I = -J. In 
particular, the two functions XH 6 + (w, X) are invariant under the action 
of the group K; in terms of the projective coordinates (cx,, fiO, c(, , /?, ,...) 
(satisfying (1.7)) of X, one may write 
6 (w x)= Ir(X)+ 1+2X01 bo-~Bol 
+ 1 4(r(x))“’ 
= 
2 
and 
(1.16) 
It is quite easy to prove in an elementary way that, if n > 1, 6,(w, X) are 
a complete set of K-invariants, i.e., that 6 + (0, X) = 6 + (w, Z) implies 
Z = [y] X for some y E K. However, this will also follow from general facts 
about the Cartan decomposition of J’, which we shall need for measure- 
theoretic purposes. Our reference for what follows is Helgason’s book [7]. 
Meanwhile, let us note that if n =O, IZ is just the Poincare half-plane 
{XE C: x = Re X> 0}: in this case 6 + (w, X) is the sole K-invariant; it may 
also be written as cosh2(d(o, X)/2), where d is the hyperbolic distance on 
IZ. When n = 1 (this is the reducible case), the functions XH 6 + (0, X) are 
no more a complete set of K-invariants as X and JX = (X0, - X, ) yield the 
same values for 6+ without lying generally on the same K-orbit: this may 
be accounted for by the fact that the Weyl chambers are in this case twice 
as large as when n > 1. 
The Lie algebra g of r consists of the matrices (in block-form) 
with real coefficients, such that r, = - T, , Y; = - T,. The subalgebra f of 
K is made of the preceding matrices satisfying T, = 0; the linear subspace p 
of g consists of the matrices ( :1 %), so that g = f + p (cf. [7, p. 2031); 
finally, letting (s, t) vary in [w2 and choosing (if n > 1) 
... 
r2 ( 
s 0 0 0 
= 0 t 0 .‘. > 0’ 
(1.18) 
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it is easy to see that the matrices T,,, = ( i1 7) so obtained constitute a 
maximal abelian subspace a of p. As Z7= T/K, the tangent space of Ii’ at w 
can be identified with p: then, from general facts about symmetric spaces of 
the noncompact type [7], it follows that the map 
Exp: p -+ Il 
defined by 
Exp T= [e’](w) 
is a global diffeomorphism. As 
(1.19) 
exp T,, = 
with 
one has in particular 
Exp T,s,, = (em-’ cash t, e .‘sinh t, 0 ,..., 0). (1.20) 
We shall need the root space decomposition of g [S, p. 2631: let H, 
(resp. H,) be the matrix T,,, with (s, t)= (1, 0) (resp. (0, l)), so that 
(H,, H,) is a linear basis of a. For every (5, q) E R*, let 
9 e,q={T~g:[HI,T]=5Tand[H2,T]=qT). 
Then g5,s has dimension 1 if t* = q2 = 1; it has dimension n - 1 if 4’ = 1 and 
9 = 0, or if 5 = 0 and q2 = 1; it is reduced to zero otherwise, except when 
5 = q = 0. This is expressed by saying that the four linear functions 
(s, t) H s + t, s - t, --s + t and --s - t are (restricted) roots of multiplicity 
one; also (if n > 1 ), the functions (s, t) H f s and & t are (restricted) roots 
of multiplicity n - 1. A Weyl chamber a + is defined in the following way: 
identifying R* with a through (s, t) H T.v,,, a+ is characterized by s > t > 0 
if n > 1, by s > )tl if n = 1. Denoting by CI(A+) the (topological) closure of 
At =expa + in r, the Cartan decomposition refers to the fact that every 
y E r can be written as y, A(y)y, with y, and y2~ K, and a unique 
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A(y)eCl(A+) (cf. Helgason [IO, p. 1051). Thanks to (1.20) (1.16), and 
(1.17), one has 
6, (to, X) = 
cash s t cash t lcosh .F - cash tl 
2 
and 6 ~((0, X) = 
2 
(1.21) 
if X = Exp T,,,, : as knowledge of S,(w, X) allows, under the assumption 
s >, Itl, to recover cash s and cash t but not the sign of t, one finds again 
what was said above about 6, and 6 
We conclude this section with a few measure-theoretic remarks. 
Denoting as ds the Lebesgue measure on R”+ ‘, it is immediate that the 
measure dm(x) on the light cone C defined by 
dm(x) = (r(x)) “I’ ‘) ’ d-q (1.22) 
where r has been introduced in (1.2) is invariant under the action of the 
group G defined in (1.3). On Z7 = {x + it: x E C, < E R”+ ’ !, the measure 
d,u(X) defined by 
dp(X)=(r(x)) "'+')dxdt (1.23) 
is clearly invariant under the transformations of type 1, 2, 3, and a small 
computation shows that it is also invariant under the symmetry Z defined 
in ( 1.12): it is thus invariant under the action of the whole group r. As I7 is 
a hermitian symmetric space, dp is just the measure associated with its 
riemannian structure. Alternatively, let dy be the Haar measure on the 
unimodular group f: then for every functionf’on I7, say continuous with 
compact support, one has 
j/-(X) 44X) = j,~Ablb)) 4 (1.24) 
if d;, is suitably normalized. With our choice of a Weyl chamber a+, the 
positive roots are the functions (s, t) H s + t, s - t, and (if n > 1 ), (s, t) H s 
and t. If f is a (Borel) function on I7 invariant under K, one then has, 
according to [7, p. 382 J or [ 10, p. 1061, the formula 
s ./-(-WAX) I7 
= 4 ) (sinh s sinh t), ’ sinh(.s - t) sinh(.s + t)l ,f(Exp T,,.,) ds dr, l@ 
where c, is a suitable positive constant. 
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2. THE HOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE SERIES OF r; SYMMETRIES 
The phase space 17 = C + iR” + ’ is going to be, eventually, the place 
where symbols live. The associated operators, on the other hand, shall act 
on functions defined on the configuration space C. A more immediate link 
between functions on the two cones is provided by the Laplace transfor- 
mation from functions on C to holomorphic functions on 17. This is 
remindful of the BargmannFock representation that connects functions on 
R” to holomorphic functions on @“, and which is the analogue in the Weyl 
calculus [23]. In this section, we describe briefly the very limited amount 
of representation theory necessary for the sequel. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For every real number ,I, H, shall denote the Hilbert 
space that consists of (classes of) measurable complex-valued functions u 
on the light cone C satisfying 
where r has been defined in (1.2). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume II > max(O, n - 1). Let 
For every u E H,, and X = x + it E II, let 
(K,u)(X) = k;‘12 !:, u(t) eP2n(J’,R) At, 
where J has been defined in ( 1.1). 
Then K, is an isometry from H, onto the space Q,(l7) of all 
antiholomorphic functions f on Il that are square-integrable with respect to 
the measure 
Proof: With respect to the t variables, the integral which defines 
(K,u)(X) is just an ordinary Fourier transform, so that Plancherel’s for- 
mula yields at once 
IIK>.ul12=k,T’ !” lu(t)12Zj.(t)dt c 
580’72 2-h 
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with 
Z;.(r) = j<. (r(x))‘i ” ” * e 41rCJ’.‘) Cf.Y (2. I 1 
Let t = Mw with ME G (cf. (1.3)), so that 
M’-‘J= [MI -* JM (2.2) 
with IM[* = r(t), as follows from the corresponding equation for Lorentz 
matrices. Performing the change of variables defined by x = /MI ~’ My, one 
may write (Jr, x) = (MI p2 (M’JMo, y) = y,, and 
Z).(l) = (r(t)) w !” c(r(y))(j-r~-li~2e -4nmdy, 
so that it remains to be proved that, with y = (y,, y, ,..., y,,) = ( y,, y,), one 
has 
k;, = j * e 4n.r'~ dy, j ty;- ly I*)("- 'I 
* “I2 dy,. 
0 I ).*I < )‘a 
In view of the invariance under rotations of the second integrand, this is 
obtained by an easy computation. To show that Kj. is onto, let SE Q,(n) 
be given: an approximation argument allows to assume that 
If( X)1 6 C( 1 + /XI’) ~ N for some large N. Then one may recover u from the 
values off(X) when Re X= 0 by the inverse Fourier transformation, and a 
complex contour deformation makes it possible to show that u is zero out- 
side the closure of C in IX”+ ‘. We shall not give the argument, which is 
classical in the proof of Paley-Wiener theorems. 
LEMMA 2.1. For no XE II is r(X) a nonpositioe real number. 
Proof. One has, with X= x + it, 
r(X)=r(x) -r(c)+Zi(Jx, 0. (2.3) 
Now it is a standard inequality, quite elementary to prove, that 
(Jx, 5) 2 (0) r(5))“2 
if x and 5 both belong to the light cone C. As a consequence, r(X) cannot 
be a real number if 4 E C or -r E C; if, on the other hand, r(t) < 0, then 
obviously Re r( A’) > 0. 
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This lemma will be used consistently when fractional powers of r(X) 
(XE n) are to be defined: we shall always make use of the principal 
holomorphic determination of log r(X) (i.e., IIm(log r(X))1 -C rc). 
PR0P0srT10~ 2.2. Let 1> - 1 and 
[ (qf+l)i’ l/2 c =21+n+1~((“+1)/2)+(“/4) r i. r(A+n+l)r ;,I . 
( 11 
For every X = x + it E II, define the function ‘px on C by the formula 
Then IIqxllA= 1 for all XEII. Denoting as ( , ) the scalar product in H,, 
one has, if Z = z + ii is another point of Z7, 
1 
(i + II + 1 Ii2 
Proof One has 
With 1, as in (2.1), one may thus write II(~~~llf=cjZ;,+.+~(~)=c~kj,+.+,. 
It is now a routine matter to check that cjk,+, + , = 1. With the same 
change of variable as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, it follows also that 
I(cpxlII= 1 for every X. Finally, as (r(x)r(z))~(~f’~f’)‘4((pX, rpZ) is a 
holomorphic function of X and an antiholomorphic function of Z, the for- 
mula for (cpx, cpz) follows from the analytic continuation principle as it is 
true when X= Z. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let ,I > max(O, n - 1). For every u E H;., one has 
s I(u, cox)1244W=(2n)“+’ II @-(“-;+‘)/f(“+;“)) Ilull:. 
Proof: With the notations of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, one has 
(u, cpx) = cj.kfi2(r(x))(‘+“+ “‘“(K,,u)(X). (2.4) 
As a consequence of Proposition 2.1, it follows that 
s I(#, ~X)l~d~(W=c:k, Il4i. IT 
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The expression of cjk, given in Proposition 2.3 follows from the 
duplication formula for the gamma function 
l-(/l)=71 1,‘2” ,f) r(T) 
applied with 3. replaced by 2 + n + 1 as well. 
The polarized version of Proposition 2.3 is the following formula, valid if 
u and v belong to H,, 
(u, u) = (2x) ‘1 ‘~(f(““l”)~r(i;+l))~~~u~~x~((n,,v)d~(x) 
(2.5) 
which may be thought of as a resolution of the identity, i.e., a (weak) 
integral formula 
u = (27c) ‘I ’ ~(,.(/.+I+‘):ll(‘-~+‘))j(u;oli)Ipxd,l(X). (2.6) 
In particular, the linear span of the functions (pX (XE Z7) is (if 
jti > max(O, n - 1)) a dense subspace of H,. The next proposition will be 
useful later. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume n = 0 and i > 1, or n > 1 and L > 3n - 1. The 
operator on L’(Z7, dp) with kernel (X, Y) H I(qx, cp y)I is bounded. 
Proof: According to a classical criterion, it suffices to prove that 
sup s I(cp,, cp y)I 44-V < ~0. (2.7) YETI 
Proposition 2.2 shows the invariance of (cpX, cp y) under the transfor- 
mations [y] with y E f of type 1,2, or 3 in the notations of Section 1: one 
may then assume that Y = w without loss of generality. Denoting as (s, t) 
the coordinates in a as in Section 1, one has, thanks to (1.13) and (1.21), 
cosh s + co& t (j. + n + 1112 
I(cp cp )I =((y+(w,X))- (i+n+‘)‘2= 
x1 <* 2 > 
(2.8) 
if X = [y ](Exp T,s,,) for some y E K. In view of the Cartan decomposition of 
the measure dp recalled at the end of Section 1, it is thus sufficient to show 
that the integral 
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I 1 (sinh s sinh t)” ~ ’ sinh(s - t) sinh(s + t)l iw2
x (coshs+cosht)-“+“+“‘*dsdt 
converges if n 3 1 and ;1> 3n - 1, an elementary task. In the case n = 0, one 
may write ((cp,, cp,)l = (cosh(d(o, X)/2))-‘-‘, from which the asserted 
result follows as well since in this case, in terms of the geodesic normal 
coordinates (p, 0) at m, one has d(o, X) = p and dp(X) = sinh p dp dtl 
[7, p. 4051. 
We now construct the (projective) representation of f in H, (A > n - 1). 
Recall from section 1 that [y](X) = X + iq (resp. aX, AX) for some fixed 
iyEw+’ (resp. a>O, /1 E SO,(l, n)) if yE r is of type 1, 2, or 3, respec- 
tively. Also, the symmetry C associated with y = -J is defined by 
Z(X) = (r(X)) ~ ’ JX. In every case [y ] is a holomorphic transformation of 
nc cm+‘, so that it makes sense to speak of its holomorphic jacobian 
j=j(X). It is 1 if y is of type 1 or 3, a positive constant if y is of type 2; last, 
if [y] = C, one has, as a small computation shows, 
j(X)=(-l)“++(X)))“-‘. (2.9) 
According to Lemma 2.1, a holomorphic determination of log r(X) (XE Z7) 
can be chosen. As r is generated by transformations of type 1, 2, 3 together 
with C, it is then clear that, for every y E r, one may choose a holomorphic 
determination of logj in n. With the space Qi(n) defined as in 
Proposition 2.1, it is thus meaningful to associate with each y E r a trans- 
formation .&,.-I of Q,(n) defined by the formula 
(Jz-J)(X)=(j(X))(~+n+‘)‘2(“+‘)f([y](X)) (2.11) 
where j is the holomorphic jacobian of [y] and an arbitrary 
antiholomorphic determination of the relevant power ofj has been chosen; 
it is also clear that, if y and y, E r, one has 
for some CI E C with IaJ = 1. We finally check unitarity. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let j be the holomorphic jacobian of [y] with y E r. If XE El 
and Y = [y](X), one has 
IAWl = 
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ProoJ It is enough to prove it for generators of I’: it is trivial if ;’ is of 
type I, 2, or 3, and if [y] = Z it amounts to saying that the identity 
r( Re X) 
r(Re JXO) = ,r(x),2 (2.13) 
holds. Now, with the notations of Section 1, if (cI~, Do, z,, /I ,,..., ,5,,) are 
projective coordinates of X satisfying (1.7), ( -(x0, -/IO, r,, /?, ,..., /?,,) is a 
set of projective coordinates of Y, so that (2.13) is a consequence of ( 1.11) 
and of the relation r(X)=(rq,+a,) ‘(cx-a,). 
Starting from 
and performing the change of variables defined by [y](X) = Y, which 
leaves tip invariant, one gets from Lemma 2.2 that A,,-’ is a unitary trans- 
formation of Qj,(Z7). With the help of Proposition 2.1, one may thus give 
the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Assume j. > max(O, n - 1). Then the formula 
M,- l = K,y ‘JZ~~ I K,, where &?‘?~-I has been introduced in (2.11), defines a 
projective representation of f in H,. 
Remark. A true (i.e., not projective) representation is not needed in the 
sequel, which is why we can deal with non integral values of 13. as well. 
As a final topic in this section, let us introduce the symmetry operators. 
For every TE 9 the matrix eT is symmetric, hence eTJeT = J since eT E f. 
With A0 = (1, i, O,..., 0) it follows that JeTA = e ‘A’: taking the images in 
I7 under the map (1.9) and using (1.19) one gets 
C(Exp T) = Exp( - T) (2.14) 
for every TE p: in other words Z is the geodesic symmetry around o in the 
hermitian symmetric space Z7. One can find the symmetries Z, around 
arbitrary points YE Z7 by taking conjugates of C under appropriate 
transformations sending (0 to Y. With Y =y + iv and y = Mu, 
ME lF8: x %I,( 1, n), such a transformation is the map XH MX+ iv. From 
the expression (1.12) of Z:, we then get 
Z,(X) = r(y) r(X- iv) 
MJMp’(X- iq) + iv. (2.15) 
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The holomorphic jacobian of this transformation is 
(2.16) 
For the case of symmetries, we make the following careful choice of the 
up-to-now indeterminate phase factor involved in (2.11). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Assume 1, > max(O, n - 1). For every YE Z7, one defines 
the symmetry operator cy on the space H, as follows: with K, as in 
Proposition 2.1 and an abitrary f~ Q *( Z7), one takes 
where the power of r(X+ iv) is determined so as to be a positive real num- 
ber when 8= o - iv. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For every YE I7, CT ,, is a unitary self-adjoint operator 
on H,. 
Proof: As we already know that 0 ,, is unitary, and as Z’, = Id, (2.12) 
shows that only a careful examination of a possible phase factor in c’, is 
required. From (2.15) one gets 
hence 
r(Z,X- iv) = (r(y))’ 
r(X- iv) 
with the choices made in Definition 2.3, since (2.17) is valid when 
X- iv = o and C, X- iv = r(y) MJIW ‘0. As a consequence, 0% = I, 
which implies the self-adjointness of cry as it is unitary. Let us remark that 
when n = 0 the kernel of the operator cr ,, can be made explicit in terms of 
Bessel functions (cf., e.g., [27]), but that generalized Bessel functions of 
new types, in the manner of [3, 51, would be required to make the kernel 
of fry explicit for general n. 
3. OPERATORS, SYMBOLS, AND WIGNER FUNCTIONS 
Our general criterion for the boundedness of operators is the following 
proposition, a special case of Lemma 2.3 of [22]. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let I7 be a measurable space with a a-finite meusure 
dp. Let H he a Hilhert space and let there be given, for every XE II, un 
element ‘p,u of H: assume that the mup Xt+ qpx is weakly measurable. 
Assume (c$ Proposition 2.3) that there exists C, > 0 such that, ,for every, 
UE H, the identitll 
J‘ I(K (~x)l~dAW= C, Ilull I7 
holds. Let A: D(A) + H be a closable operator in H the domain of which 
contains the lineur span sf the (pX (XE l7). Assume moreover that the 
function k defined by 
4x9 Y) = I(Avx, cp u)l 
is the kernel of a bounded operator on L’(I7, dp) with norm 6 C,. Then A 
extends in a unique way as a bounded operator in H, with norm < C; ’ C,. 
Proqf: Let UE D(A) and VE D(A*): under the hypotheses made, these 
two domains are dense subspaces of H. Consider the integral 
I= C,? J’s I(u, cp,)l 1(4x, cpy)I ((py, u)l dp(X)dp(Y) 
> 
Ii2 
6 c,-2c2 I(u> cpx)12 44-0 I(v, e41240’) 
6 ci-’ c, Ilull llvll < co. 
Then one may write 
cc2 jj ( u, cpx)(Aqm cp Y)((P y, v) 44X) 44 Y) 
= C,’ j (u, cp*)(cpx3 A*v) dp(X) = (u, A*u) = (Au, v), 
thus 
ItAut u)l dC,‘C, II4 /lull, 
which proves Proposition 3.1. 
We now give U, dp, ‘pX their specific signification again. There are 
several ways to associate canonically operators on H, with symbols f that 
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are functions on 17. One, a generalization of the (well-known to physicists) 
Wick calculus, is the Berezin contravariant map: it associates with a 
function f on 17 the operator A such that 
(Au, 0) = J/t Y)(ut cp Y)((P Y, 0) 44 9. 
As (Aq,, CPA = jnf( Y)(cp,, cp y)(~ y, cpz) 44 Y), it is then an immediate 
consequence of Proposition 2.4 together with Proposition 3.1 that if 
J. > max( 1, 3n - l), any bounded measurable function f gives rise to a 
bounded operator A on H,. This result, however, is of very limited value 
since the operators A one can get in this way are just too good: to put it 
differently, one cannot build symbols f from reasonably general operators 
A. In the case n = 0, this is explained in full details in [25], and it is clear 
that the same phenomenon persists for general n. We introduce instead the 
following generalization of the Weyl calculus of operators. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let f be a C” complex-valued function on n with 
compact support. We shall define the operator with active symbol f as the 
operator Op(f) on H, such that 
OP(f)=2”” J”/(Y)@&(Y), 
where cy has been introduced in Definition 2.3. Given a trace-class 
operator A on H,, the passive symbol of A shall be the function g on n 
defined by 
g(Y) = 2n+L Tr(Aa,). 
Remarks. The definition of Op(f) means that 
(Op(f) U, v) = 2”+i s f( Y)(~,% 0) 44 Y) 
if u and u belong to H,. As the symmetry operators are unitary, it is clear 
that the integral makes sense and defines Op(f) as a bounded operator on 
H, as soon as f is an integrable function. 
Let us make at once the fundamental observation that the passive sym- 
bol of Op(f) is not f, but F,J, where, in view of the covariance properties 
explained just below, the operator t;;. commutes with the action of r on I7. 
In the case n = 0, Fi is a fully explicit function of the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator of n [27, Theorem 5.41. In the general case, it is a transcendental 
function of the two invariant differential operators A, and A, introduced in 
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the following section: at the present time, however, we only know an 
integral representation of this function not reducible to classical special 
functions. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let y E r, and let Mi. he deji’ned as in Defzkjtion 2.2. 
For every ,f l Cg (I7), one has 
M, OP(f) My ’ = OP(f O CYI ’ 1. 
For every trace-class operator A on H,, the passive symbol of the operator 
M, AM, ’ is g 0 [y ] ~ ‘, where g is the passive symbol of A. 
Proof Recalling that C, is the symmetry around YE I7, one has 
cYlwYIr’=~~:.,(Y, (3.1) 
for every y E f; as a consequence of Definition 2.3, and of (2.11), one then 
finds the relation 
M,a ,M,, ’ = a[?]( y, (3.2) 
as the two indeterminate phase factors in M:’ cancel each other. The 
covariance expressed by Proposition 3.2 follows. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For every pair (cp, $) of elements of H,, the Wigner 
function W(cp, $) is the passive symbol of the operator UH (u, $) cp. In 
other words 
Note that for every ,f E C,X (Z7) one may write 
(OP(f) cp, $I= 2”+ ’ jf (Y)(aycp, ICI) 44 Y) = j.f( Y) Wcp> $I( Y) 44 0 
(3.3) 
In order to apply Proposition 3.1 later, it is therefore useful to make 
W(qX, cpz)( Y) explicit: recall that cpX has been defined in Proposition 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Given X, Y = y + iv and Z E IT, define 
@x,z( Y) = L 
r(C,X+ Z) r(X- irf) Ii2 
r(y) 4X+ z) 1 
where C, has been introduced in (2.15). Fractional powers of @‘,,,( Y) are to 
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be understood as what one gets when giving the logarithm of each of the four 
factors its principal determination according to Lemma 2.1. Then 
1 +Q2 
XZ 
(Y)=r(X+ P)r(Z+ Y)+r(X- Y)r(Z- 9) 
2r(y) r(X+ Z) 
Moreover one has 
wcp,, cpz)( Y)= 2”+ Y(PX? cpz)(@x.z( y))r i+“+ I)> 
where the first factor on the right-hand side has been computed in 
Proposition 2.2. 
Proof: Let us first prove the identity 
1 +r(ZT+ T)r(T)= Ir(T+o)12+ Ir(T-o)12 
r(T+ T) 2r( T+ T) (3.4) 
if TE 17. One has 
r(T+T)=r(T)+r(T)+2(T,JT), (3.5) 
2 ITI’ r(ZT+ T)=r(T)-‘+r(7i)+- 
r(T) 
(3.6) 
and 
i(lr(T+co)l’+ Ir(T-u)12)= [r(T)+ 112+4 ITO12. (3.7) 
Now 
ITI’+ (T, JT)= c ITj12+ lTO12- c JT,12=2 [TOI’, 
i20 JZL 
from which (3.4) is derived. Next, we prove the sought-after identity in the 
special case when X= Z. With ME rWi x SO,( 1, n) chosen so that y = Mu, 
let T=M-‘(X-iv), thus r(T)=(r(y))-‘r(X-iv). Then (2.15) allows to 
write 
2,x+x= r(y) 
r(X- iv) 
MJT+ MT= M(CT+ T) (3.8) 
and 
@;,A Y) = 
r(M(CT+ T)) r(MT) r(CT+ T) r(T) 
r(Mo) r(M(T+ T)) = r(T+T) . (3.9) 
29X 
Also 
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Ir(X+ F)l’+ Ir(X- Y)l’= Ir(T+cu)12+ Ir(T-o)12 
2?-(y) r(X+ X) 2r(T+ T) ’ (3.10) 
so that the special case X= 2 of the required identity is a consequence of 
(3.4). The general case follows by the analytic continuation principle since 
both sides of the identity are holomorphic functions of the pair 
(X,Z)Enxn. 
Let us now compute the Wigner function 
wcp,, CPZN Y) = 2” + l((PX> fJ v’pz). (3.11) 
From (2.4), this may be written as 
W(cp,, cpz)( Y) = 2”+ ‘~~,kj’*(r(x))“‘~“‘+“+“(K,c~,cp,)(X). (3.12) 
Definition 2.3 implies 
(Kj,~y(P~)(X)=(r(y))“‘2”i-+“+“(r(R+i)-l)~~(”2”~+~+‘)(Kj~cpZ)(~~,X). 
(3.13) 
From (2.4) again, 
(Kj,~/J)(L’yX)=~j;‘kj ‘!*(r(ReZ:,X))- “,4”A+“+“((Pz, (pEkX). (3.14) 
From the last four equations we get 
wcp,, cpz)( Y)= 2”+ l ( r(R:‘;)J”‘i’“’ ” 
x (r(;$)“‘2”i+n+” (qzyx, cpz). (3.15) 
As a consequence of Proposition 2.2, 
r(Z,X+ Z) 
> 
-~ ( I/*)‘;. + t1 + I ) 
)= 
4r(z)“* 
(3.16) (r(Re zyW) “/4”i+rr+19((PtyX, ‘pi: 
thus 
Wcp,, cpz)(Y) = 2”+‘Cr(x ) r(z)(r(y))21’l/4)(j.+n+ I) 
x r(C,X+Z) r(X-iv) m”12)‘A+n+‘) 
[ 4 1 
(3.17) 
Finally, using again the expression of (cpX, cpz) provided by 
Proposition 2.2, we find the announced formula for the Wigner function. 
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4. INVARIANT DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ON ZZ 
As the symmetric space I7 is of rank 2 the algebra of invariant differen- 
tial operators on Z7 is generated by two operators: we need to compute 
explicitly the radial parts of these, i.e., their action on K-invariant 
functions. This section shall be very computational in character. 
Recall from the end of Section 1 that p is the linear space of all matrices 
ingoftype(:z 7 ), where the matrix T, has two columns and n + 1 rows: 
we shall represent such a matrix by the pair (U, V) of vectors in lR”+ ’
which are the two columns of T, : more specifically U = (U,, U, ,..., U,) and 
v = ( If,,..., k’,). The map Exp recalled in (1.19) is a diffeomorphism from p 
onto I7 which sends 0 to w. More generally, given YE Z7 and ;I E f such 
that Y= [y](w), the map TN [ye’](o) is a diffeomorphism from p onto 
I7 sending 0 to Y. Let P(D,) be a differential operator with constant coef- 
ficients on p, i.e., in the variables U, V. We may then try to define a dif- 
ferential operator d on Z7 by the formula 
(NXbl(w)) = (P(D.)(f(CyeTl(o)))(T=o). (4.1) 
Of course, this makes sense only if the right-hand side is invariant under 
the transformation y H yk, k E K. Now 
[ykeT](w) = [ykeTk ‘I(o) = [ye”“‘““](w) (4.2) 
so that formula (4.1) is meaningful if the operator P(I),) is invariant under 
the adjoint action of K in p. Moreover, if this is the case, then obviously d 
is a r-invariant operator on lI, i.e., 4fo [~,l)= (df)o [Ir,l for every 
y1 E r. Let us now describe 
Ad(k) T= kTk-‘, (4.3) 
recalling that K = SO(2) x SO(n + 1). 
If k belongs to the second factor, more precisely if k = (6 i), 
ME SO(n + l), and if T is associated with the pair (U, V), then 
so that kTkp’ is associated with the pair (MU, ML’). If k is defined by 
the matrix (“:&O, zt”,) in the first f actor of the decomposition of K, a 
small computation shows that kTk ’ is associated with the pair 
(U cos 8 + V sin t3, - 17 sin 0 + V cos 0). As a consequence, the algebra of 
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polynomials on p invariant under the adjoint action of K is generated, if 
n 3 2, by the polynomials 
P2(T)=IU12$ IVI’ (4.3) 
and 
PA(T)= IU A VI?= )Ul’ [VI’- (U, V)‘. (4.4) 
In the case n = 1, the second polynomial has to be replaced by 
Qz(T) = u A v= u, v, - u, v(), (4.5 1 
though of course P, is still invariant. The case n = 0 is not considered in 
this section, since then the algebra of invariant differential operators is 
generated by the sole Laplacian. One gets invariant differential operators 
on p from invariant polynomials by a Euclidean Fourier transformation, 
Thus 
and 
. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let n 3 1. We shall call d, (resp. d4) the invariant dif- 
ferential operator on I7 associated with P, (resp. P4) under the formula 
(4.1). 
We now compute the action of A, and A, on functions depending only 
on S,(o, Y)(cf. 1.21)) (when n > 1, these are just the K-invariant 
functions). Alternatively, as it will be more suitable to our needs, one may 
consider functions of cp, II/ with 
cp=s:+s2., *=s: -62 . (4.7) 
Let (a,, PO, gI, PI ,..., /I,) be a set of projective coordinates (satisfying (1.7)) 
of X= [e’](w). In our present computation, it is no loss of generality to 
assume that Y (the point at which we want to evaluate A, f and A, f) is the 
point Y= Exp T (‘,, as in (1.20). Then, from (1.21), 
2cp( Y) = cash’ s + cash’ t (4.8) 
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and 
t,Q( Y) = cash s cash t. (4.9) 
In (4.1), we may of course take y = exp T.y,, : then a set of projective coor- 
dinates of [ye’](w) is 
(4, Bb, a;, Fl,...) 
= (a0 cash s + a1 sinh S, PO cash t + pi sinh t, a0 sinh s 
+ a, cash S, b0 sinh t + b, cash t, /I, ,... ). 
Recall from (1.16) and (1.17) that s,(~,X)=t Ia,T$,J Thus 
6,(w, [yeT](w))=~la,coshs+a,sinhsfi(/?ocosht+~,sinht)~ (4.11) 
and finally 
2~([yeT](o))=Iaocoshs+a,sinhsl2+IB,cosht+B,sinhtl2 (4.12) 
and 
$( [ye’](o)) = -Im[(a, cash s + a, sinh s)(f10 cash t + B, sinh t)]. (4.13) 
We must now evaluate (a,, PO, a,, p ,,..., 8,) which is the image of 
(1, i, 0 ,..., 0) under the matrix eT, as a function of (U, V). With a view 
towards applying (4.1), we may as well replace eT by its 4th-order Taylor 
expansion at T= 0. With T= ( :z ‘;), one thus has 
eT- 
Z++T2T2+&(T2T2)2- 
T,(Z+& T;T,)... > ’ 
(4.14) 
where only the first two columns need to be displayed. With T, = (UP’), a 
(n + 1) x 2-matrix, one has 
(U> 0 
I VI2 
(4.15) 
and 
( IU14+ (UT v2 (GT2)2= (U, v)(Iu12+Iv12) (U? V)(IU12+ IVI’) (cl, V)Z+ /VI4 > . (4.16) 
With 
P’t IU12, 4= (U, 0, r=$ IV12, (4.17) 
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we then get 
(4.18) 
What remains to be done is to transform the differential operator P4(DT) 
defined in (4.6) under a rather complicated change of variables: this will be 
done in several steps, keeping track of the base point at which we want to 
evaluate the result (the first base point is T= 0). 
First step. Let 
AU, V)=g(U,, v,, u,, v,, P> 4, r), (4.19) 
where p, q. r have been defined in (4.17). Making use of the Kronecker 
symbol 6,, as well as of the symbol E, = 6, + 6 ,,, one may write 
.fL,, = Ek g v1. + Uk s:, + VA g’ I 
and 
.f Il;Vk -.f b,“, = E,Ek(&f& -&,,I 
+ &k(U,&p + v, g’;,,, - E,( Uk ‘&I + Vk &J 
+ “I( ‘k gbfl+ vk SZ,r) - &k( uj SYlkq + vj S’;y) 
+ l”k v,- ujvk)(gi+g~r) 
from which 
a2 a2 2 
-- - au,av, auk av, > 
f‘(U= V=O) 
( 
a2 a2 2 
= EiEk 
--- 
au,av, auk ay, > g 
+ &k(l - bjk)(gFkVip - 2g~~Y~y + gEk:kl/kr) 
+ c/(1 -~jk)(g~V,I,-2g~‘,,+g~y,) 
- 2(R>-g;r)> 
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where the right-hand side has to be evaluated at 0 too. Adding these 
relations for 0 <j, k <n, one gets 
v‘dDT)f)(T= 0) = (LgW) (4.20) 
with 
( 
a* a* 2 L=2 ~-____ 
avow, au, av, > 
+2n(n+ I)(&-$) 
i 
a3 a3 a3 a3 
+2n- - - - au;;a~+au~at-+aI/;:ap+av;ap 
-2 
a3 -2 a3 
au, av, aq au, av, aq 1 . (4.21) 
Second step. Looking at (4.18) we take as new variables 
(A P, v, a,, ho, a,, b,) with 
/I= I +,+;,%; 
p,l+B++ 
2 12 12’ 
* q2 v=l+r+i+g, 
a,= l+{ u,+; v,,, 
( 1 
a,= 1+; u,+;v,, 
( ) 
b,=$)+ 1+; v,, 
( > 
b,=iU,+ 1+; v,. 
( > 
The new base point will be (l=v=l, ~=uo=a,=h,=6,=0). 
The first order partial derivatives express themselves as follows: 
(4.22) 
%0.‘72’2-7 
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2 -: 
8P 
i I+! > 
3 
4+2e+‘, -!L+‘u 2 
dl” 12ap 3 o&z0 3 ’ Jo, 
d 9 J -=--+ I+; ;+; vo$+f v&, 
dr 12ap ( > 0 I 
? 
G=L?+l ,+p+r z+42- 
a4 i2an 2 ( > 6 a/l 12av 
+f [ vo-g+v,$+uo~+u,-g, 1 I 1 0 I 
from which 
From these relations it follows that, at the base point, one has 
a4 a4 a4 a4 -=- -=- 
au; av; aa; ah:’ au: av; aa: at?;’ 
a4 a4 
au, av, au, av, = Ja, al, aa, Jb, 
and 
a3 J’ a3 a3 
Jujj Jr=Z&%’ ii%&Sar~’ 
a3 a3 a3 J3 =- 
av; ap ah; aA’ ~p=#X’ 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
where the last three equations are a consequence of the first one and of 
symmetry considerations. 
Also, one has at every point 
a2 -= 
au0 89 
I a 
+mi+ .“’ 
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where we have discarded a bunch of terms with q in front of their coef- 
ficients: thus, at the base point: 
and 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
Finally, still at the base point: 
a* a2 -=- 
ap & aA av (4.27) 
It follows from (4.21) and the relations (4.23t(4.27) that, at the end of 
the second step, L becomes 
( a* a* 2 L=2 --~ &2, db, da, db, > 
+ 2n(n + 1) 
[ 
a2 I a2 i a a 
anav 4ap2 12 Z+i5 ( )1 
a3 a3 a3 a3 +2n - 
[ 
a3 a3 - - -- 
da; av + aa: av + ab; aA + abf aL aa, ab, ap - aa, ab, ap 1 
2n a* a* a* 
--[ 
a2 
3 da:,+db;;+da:+zq . 1 
(4.28) 
Third step. Recalling from (4.18) that ol, - 1, + ip, /lo - p + iv, 
Mu-a,+ib,, B,-a,+ib,, and taking (4.12) and (4.13) into account, we 
introduce 
A=/Zcoshs+a,sinhs, 
so that 
B = v cash t + b, sinh t, 
C = p cash s + b, sinh s, 
D=pcosh t+a, sinh t, 
2dCyer](w)) - A* + B* + C2 + D* 
(4.29) 
and 
$([ye’](o))- AB- CD. (4.30) 
As this is just a linear change of variables, no details are needed at this 
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point. The result is that, on functions that depend only on A, B, C, D, the 
operator L becomes 
L = 2L(‘J+ 2nL’” -q L’“‘+ &+J + 1) L’4’ (4.3 1 ) 
with 
L(‘)=sinh*ssinh*t AL-- 
( aA aB 
L”’ = sinh* s cash t 
a’ a3 ~- 
aA2aB aA acaD 
and 
al i 
Lc4’ = cash s cash t - - - 
a* i a* 
aAaB 4 
cash’ s - - - cosh2 t - 
ac* 4 ao2 
1 -- 
2 
cash s cash t &-;coshs&-;cosh I-&. (4.32) 
The new base point will be (A = cash s, B = cash t, C = D = 0). Recall that 
in our application of (4.1) we have assumed that y = exp T,s,,, which is no 
loss of generality as we are only interested in K-invariant functions. 
Fourth (lusr ) step. Finally, we must perform the change of variables 
defined by 
q=;(A2+B2+C2+D2), 
$=AB-CD, 
(4.33) 
it being understood that we now let L act on functions that depend only on 
(cp, I&). One has 
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and 
a2 -g&=cD$-(c2+D2)- a2 a aq w +cDai’-%. 
From (4.33) it follows that (a2/aA aB) - (a2/X do) reduces to GZ, with 
(4.34) 
Now, at the base point, 2q= A2 + B2 and r+b = AB so that 
sinh2ssinh2t=(A2-l)(B2-1)=$2-2~+1, 
thus 
L’r)=(t,b2-2~+1)G;. (4.35) 
Also, it is clear that a2/dC2 = d2/dD2 = a/@ at the base point, at which one 
also has 
It follows that 
(4.36) 
Now one has 
a2 $A’?+2AB- a2 a 
w 840 a* +B2p+acD, 
a2 
-$=B2$+2AB- 
a2 a 
acp a* 
+A’@+%. 
As only symmetric functions of A, B are involved as coefficients in the 
expansion of (A*-- 1)(d2/dA2)+ (B2- l)(a2/aB2), it is easy to get 
(4.37) 
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Finally 
+ (2A2B+B3) 
a3 
+BK+3A- 
a2 a2 
&zip aq? aq w 
+2Bjp 
and the identity holds true if A and B are exchanged. Also, it is 
immediately seen that, at the base point, one has 
a3 a2 a2 a3 B a 
2 a* 
aA acaf 
-- 
-Aaqa* Bdli/z. 
-- 
aBacao=- avat+ A@. 
Still playing with symmetric polynomials in A, B (this time of degree 6), 
one gets after some elementary computations that 
+ 2(3~5* - + 2~2) & 
a2 
+2($‘-d-$+ W- II- aq a* 
a2 
+ W*-v$2 
a a 
(cp- WG+($‘-dg 1 (32. 
Observe that (4.31) together with (4.34))(4.38) give A4 as defined in 
(4.6). It is of course considerably easier to compute A2 as defined in (4.5): 
we follow the same steps, giving the net result at each stage. After step 1, 
we get 
(f’2tDT) f)(T= 0) = (Q)(O) 
with 
a2 a* a2 a2 I(n+l) A+2 
L=Z;+~+Zj+av: ( > ap ar’ 
After step 2, L becomes 
a2 a* a2 2 
L=@+a:+zgj+ab: 
a+(n+l) ;+;. 
( > 
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+ (n+ 1) 
a 
coshsz+cosh t; 1 . 
Comparison with (4.32) finally shows that 
(4.39) 
with Lt3) made explicit in (4.37). 
We can now summarize our computation of A, and A,. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A, and A4 be as given in Definition 4.1. On 
functions that depend only on rp, Ic/ (defined in (4.7)), A, and A, act as 
follows. One has 
A, = 2(2q2 - $‘- cp) &+w-.b$ 
+ 2((n+l)q--2)~jj+2(n+l)lL$. 
Also, 
Aq+2A,=2(+‘-2q+ 1)G:+2nG3+2n(n+ 1)$G2 
with 
a* 
G,=i$+2q- 
a* a 
acp ati +11,&p+$ 
Remarks. (1) In terms of the (s, t) coordinates (cf. (4.8) and (4.9)), 
the radial part of A, may also be written as 
2 2 amg) a wgg) a ‘2=as2 at2 as%+-- a+i+ at at (4.40) 
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g(s, r) = sinh(s + t) sinh(s - t)(sinh s sinh f)‘+- ‘. (4.41) 
Of course, A, is just the Laplace-Beltrami operator on ZZ. One can also get 
its radial part from Theorem 4.1 in Helgason [9], and a lot of com- 
putations. 
(2) In the case n = 1, the invariant operator Q2(DT) (cf. (4.5)) gives 
rise to the invariant operator 
O,=(l+2qI+ I)“2 
i 
a* 
*$+2q- 
a* a 
aq a* +*v+$ 1 
as a (short) computation shows. In that case one may (after some work) 
check that 
A,+jA,=20+. 
Recall from Proposition 3.3, together with (1.13), (1.14), and (4.7), the 
formula 
@,,<,A Y) = mP( Y) - 1 )I’*. (4.42) 
Our main interest in the preceding explicit computations stems from the 
following relation. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let @ = (241- l)l/* with q( Y) = 6: (w, Y) + ST (CO, Y), 
I.e., @(Y)=@,,,(Y) in the notations of Proposition 3.3. Then, for an 
arbitrary real number p, one has, if n > 1: 
A,+gA*--;A:+(&-2n)+n(n-l))A, 
(p-n+ 1)(1*--n+3) @-P-4 
-(n-1)~(~-n+l)2@-~-2 
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Proof On functions of q alone, the operator A, + (h/3) A2 reduces to 
A,+~A,=2(~2-~2)[~2~+(~2+ 1)$+2$ 1 
+ 2n(@2- 1) $$ 
Also, A, reduces to 
As 
one thus gets 
- (p+4q)(p-n+7)lp@~“~6 
- (n+1)(p-n+2)$2@-~-4 (4.43) 
+ (/~1+4)P-~+(p--n+2)@~“-~] 
and 
A2@+= -2~~(~+2)11/~~~~1~+~(~---++)~-~~2 
+ p(p--n-l)@-+. (4.44) 
To compute A:Wp’, one must also compute 
42(+2@-“-4)= -2(~+44)(~~66)~~~~“~~+(~+4)(~---++1))2~~,-~-6 
+ Lb++)@-n- 1)+4(n+2)] 1,9~@-fi-~ 
- 2~-~-4-2~-~-2 (4.45) 
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This yields 
~d;@~~“=2~(~+2)(/~+4)(~+6)$~@ I’ ’ 
- 2/~(/~+2)(~+4)(~--+7)$~@~“+~ 
- 2C((p+2)[(p+2)(p---- l)-t2(n+2)] $‘@ ” 4 
+ $(~+2)[(/~---+3)(,~-fi+5)+4]@~“~~ 
+ MAV---l)(F---+3) 
+ @+2)(~-n+l)(/~-n+3)+4(/~+2)] @--“-’ 
+ +pyp-n- 1)2CP. (4.46) 
Adding (4.43), (4.46), and (4.44), one gets the claimed identity. 
It will play a fundamental role in an integration by parts on which the 
proof of the boundedness theorem in the next section hinges. 
Remark. The case IZ = 0 has been excluded in this section. However, the 
operator A, still exists and, as (5.29) in [27] shows, one has in this case 
A2Wp=p(p-l)@ fl--(p+1)@mp’2. (4.47) 
5. THE BOUNDEDNESS OF OPERATORS 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume ,I > max( 1, 3n - 1). Then there exists a constant 
C, > 0 such that, for all X E II and Z E II, the inequality 
s I Wcp,, cpz)( Y l 44 Y) d C, n 
holds. 
Proof. With y=h40 and T=M-‘(X-iv) as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.3, one may write (starting from (2.15)) 
MJT 
~,X-jq=-..-= 
r( T) 
Mc( T) 
so that, as a consequence of (2.13), 
r(y) r(Re T) = (r(y))’ 4~) r(ReC,X)=r(y)r(ReC(T))= ,rtTJ,2 Ir(X- iff)12’ 
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With the help of this relation, a comparison between (3.16) and (3.17) 
shows that 
I wcp,, CPZN VI = 2”+’ Ib?rx, cp,)I. (5.1) 
Using covariance properties, it is no loss of generality to assume X= 0 in 
Lemma 5.1. Then, with Y’ = Z,.o, one may write 
I I~(rp,~cp,)(y)l~~(y)=2”+1 I 4wz)l~dm.(5.2) I 
The function x(Y) = &( Y’)/&( Y) . is o b viously K-invariant and may thus 
be written as ~(3, t) where Y lies on the K-orbit of Exp T,,,. Then Y’ is on 
the K-orbit of Exp TZs,2r, and if n 2 1 an application of the Cartan decom- 
position formula given at the end of Section 1 yields 
XC% t) = 4 
(sinh 2s sinh 2t)“-’ sinh 2(s- t) sinh 2(s + t) 
(sinh s sinh f)+’ sinh(s - t) sinh(s + t) 
= 2*(” + “(cash s cash t)” ~ ’ cosh(s - t) cosh(s + t). 
In particular dp( Y’)/&( Y) 2 22(n+ ‘I. When n = 0, Y’ = ( y*/( 1 - iv)) + iv, 
&( Y’)/&( Y) = 4( 1 + y* + ~*)/2y and the last inequality is still valid. Thus 
(5.2) gives 
i IWCP,, cpz)(VI 44y)G2-‘“+” I l((PY, cpz)l&(y’) 
so that Lemma 5.1 is a consequence of (2.7) in the proof of Proposition 2.4. 
In the sequel, we denote as P(d), or Q(A), elements of the algebra 
generated by A, and A,, in other words invariant differential operators 
on 17. 
LEMMA 5.2. Assume n > 1. Let @ = Qw,, as in Proposition 4.2. Let k be 
an integer > 1. If 1# 0, 2 ,..., 4k and at the same time II + n - 1 # 0,2 ,..,, 4k, 
one can find two invariant differential operators Pllk(A) and Q&A) on lI, of 
order 4k, such that the identity 
@-(~+n+I)=P4k(A)@-(~+“+1)+4k+Q4k(A)@-(i+n-l)+4k 
holds. 
Proof: From Proposition 4.2, if p # -2, 0, n - 3, n - 1, one can find a 
4th-order invariant differential operator P,(A) and a constant a such that 
@-V’-4=P4(A)@pP+a@-fl-2. 
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Again, if p # 0, 2, n - 1, H + 1, one can find a similar identity with @ “ ’ 
on the left-hand side, which gives (with a constant added to P,(d)) the 
identity 
@-h-4=P4(A)@-p+Q4(A)@ /It2, (5.3) 
where Q4(4) is another invariant 4th-order operator. Now, with 
p= 1+ n - 3, (5.3) is just the special case of Lemma 5.2 with k = 1. The 
general case follows by induction. 
Let us note that when n = 0, (4.47) yields a relation 
~,~1~I=p2k(d)~~1~1+2k (5.4) 
if A # 0, l,..., k. Of course, in this case, PZk(d) is a polynomial in A, of 
degree k. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let k be a nonnegative integer. We shall denote as 
C”,“(n) the space of complex-valued functionsf of class C4k on Z7 satisfying 
the following property: 
for every invariant differential operator P(A) on n of order <4k, the 
function P( A)f is bounded. 
Every differential operator A on 17 with C” coefficients has a formal 
transpose A’, also a differential operator, characterized by the identity 
J (AfwMy)dP(y)=J .f(Y)(A’g)(Y)&(Y) (5.5) n I7 
valid if f~ P(n), g E C” (Z7) and f or g has compact support. It is clear 
that if A commutes with the action of f, so does A’: we shall thus denote 
the formal transpose of P(A) as P’(A). 
LEMMA 5.3. Assume n > 1 and ,I > 3n + 4k + 1, k a nonnegative integer. 
Let f E C”,“(n). One may then write, with the notations of Lemma 5.2, 
I f(Y)(@(Y)V (i.+n+l,&(y) 
= (P;,(A)f)(Y)(@(Y))-“:+‘2+L’+4k 
s 44 Y) 
+ f ((Q&/JA)f)( Y)(@( Y))-(‘+, ‘)+4k dp( Y). 
Proof: Let /I E P(R) with /I(t) = 1 for 0 Q t G 1 and B(t) = 0 for t 3 2. 
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Let us introduce again cp and I/I as in (4.7), so that @= (2q - 1)1’2. Let 
fl,( Y) = /?(E(P( Y)) with E > 0. On the support of fl,, q( Y) d 2&-l, thus 
$(lcq12+ ~~o~2)=6~(o, Y)+62(o, Y)=q(Y)d2K 
with the notations of (1.16) and (1.17): together with the second relation 
(1.7), this implies that 8, has compact support. Let 
g,= P4k(A)(flc @-(i.+“+‘)+4k) + Q4k(A)(pc@-(i+n- ‘)+4k). (5.6) 
It is clear that the identity 
jfmu) h(Y) = j (%(A)f)(Y) B,(y)(~(Y))~‘“+“+“+4k MY) 
+ j @(l/r(A)f)(Y) P,mPuT'"+"- ')+4k 44Y) 
holds and that g = @-(‘+n+‘) on any given compact subset of 17 for E suf- 
ticiemly small. Also, under the assumption made on 1, F’” + ’ * ‘I+ 4k is 
integrable by Lemma 5.1. Thus all that remains to be done to prove 
Lemma 5.3 is that g, is dominated, as E + 0, by some fixed integrable 
function. Noting that, for any given non-negative integer j, one has 
for some C, independent of E, an inspection of the terms involved in A, and 
A, (Proposition4.1) shows that P4k(A)(/?E@-p) can be written as a linear 
combination of terms of the form CI(E, cp) @-p-2”(pb$2’, where CL(E, cp) is a 
uniformly bounded function, and a, 6, c are non-negative integers with 
b + 2c d a d 4k. This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.3 as a2 = 2~ - 1, 
(~3 1, and cp3$30. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.3 be satisfied. For every 
pair (X, Z) of points of II, and Qx,= as in Proposition 3.3, the relation 
s f(y)(~p,,(y))~"+~+"d~tY) 
= (P&,(A)f)(Y)(@x,,(Y))--‘“+“+“+4kdp(Y) s 
+ (Q~k(A)f)(Y)(~x,Z(Y))~'i.+"~"+4kd~((Y) I 
is satisfied. 
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Proof: First note that the integrals on both sides are convergent if 
1> 3n + 4k + 1 in view of Lemma 5.1 and of the relationship between 
W(rp,, cpz)( Y) and QXz( Y) given by Proposition 3.3. As both sides are 
then holomorphic functions of the pair (X, Z), it is sufficient to show that 
they agree when X= Z. The special case when A’= Z = w is just 
Lemma 5.3. Finally, with the help of Proposition 3.3 together with (1.13) 
and (1.14), one may write 
I+@2 
X.X 
(Y)= IrCX+ n2+ HX- y)~2~,(p (X 
84.~) 4x1 + ) 
y)+p(x y)) 9 9 
so that what remains to be done is a consequence of the invariance under r 
of 6 + (X, Y), as expressed in ( 1.15). 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume n >, 1 and 1> ln + 5. For every symbol 
f E C!J” + ‘j(n), there exists a unique bounded linear operator Op( f) on H, 
such that 
(Op(f 1 (ox, cpz) = jf ( Y) Wcpx, CPA Y) dv(Y) 
for every pair (X, Z) of points of II. This definition extends the one 
previously given in the case when f E Cn(17) has compact support. 
Proof: The last assertion is a consequence of (3.3), and uniqueness is 
obvious as the linear span of the functions ‘px is a dense subspace of H,. 
For convenience, let us recall here the basic formulas 
wcpx, cpz)(y)=2”+‘(cpx, cpz)(,x,z(y))~(“+“+‘), (5.7) 
[ 
r(X+ 2) 1 
- (2 +n+ I)/2 
(cpx, cp.7) = 4(r(x) r(z))“* (5.8) 
and 
I(cpx, cp,)l =(6+(X, Z))r(i+n+1)‘2, (5.9) 
consequences of Propositions 3.3 and 2.2 and (1.13). Lemma 5.1 shows that 
s I@,,,( Y)l -(i+m+ 1) dp(Y)dC,(6+(X,Z))‘“+“+‘u2 
if J. > 3n - 1. Applying Lemma 5.4 with k = n + 1, one gets 
f( Y)(@,,(Y))-‘“+“+” dp(Y) <C2(6+(X,Z))‘“+“+‘-4k”2 
= C,(6+(X, z))‘“-3”-3)‘2 (5.10) 
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for some constant C2 > 0, if A> 3n + 4k + 1 = 7n + 5. Define 
ax Z) = [-f( Y) wcp,, cpz)( Y) 44 0. (5.11) 
As a consequence of (5.10), (5.7), and (5.9), one has 
lK(X, Z)l 6 C,(6+(X, Z))r2(n+‘), (5.12) 
and Proposition 2.4, together with (5.9) again, shows that this is the kernel 
of a bounded operator on L*(fl, &). Let C, be the constant such that 
s I(4 CPA2 44J4 = co Ilull: II 
for every u E H,. The same proof as in Proposition 3.1 shows that there is a 
uniquely defined bounded operator A on H, such that the identity 
holds for every pair (u, u) of functions in H,, so that all that remains to be 
shown is that (Ap,,, cp,,) = K(X’, Z’) for every pair (X’, Z’) of points of 
17. Now, for fixed X, the functions ZH K(X, Z) is in L*(fl, &) thanks to 
(5.12) and (2.7); also, (5.7) and (5.8) show that it is (r(~))(“~)(‘+“+‘) times 
an antiholomorphic function of Z. Thus, using (2.4) and Proposition 2.1, it 
follows that one can find $x~ H, such that K(X, Z) = (eX, cpz) for every 
ZE Z7. Using complex conjugation, one can in the same way, for every 
ZEN, find XJG H, such that K(X, Z) = (cpX, xz) for all X. Using (2.5) 
repeatedly, one can finally write 
which concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Remark. In the case n = 0, the integration by parts uses formula (5.4). 
With the same method of proof, one gets that provided A > 4, symbolsf of 
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class C4 such that A A,f, and AZ f are bounded give rise to bounded 
operators on H,. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the case n = 0, the role of the H,-calculus (i.e., the study of operators 
of the type Op(f) discussed for general n in this paper) is now well 
understood. As it turns out, its importance, in our opinion, lies essentially 
in its connections with two other calculi. The first one is the Weyl calculus 
itself. Indeed, the metaplectic representation of X(2, [w) in L2(Iw) is not 
irreducible, as L2([w) splits under it into its even and odd parts: then the 
even (odd) part can be identified with the space H ,,,2 (resp. H,;,) taken 
from the holomorphic (projective) discrete series. The connection between 
the ff+1i2 -calculus and the appropriate restriction of the Weyl calculus has 
been described in [24] and [25]: it makes an essential use of the Radon 
transformation. It would be interesting to have something analogous for 
general n though, with the space of horocycles of I7 as a phase space, it is 
not the Weyl calculus that seems to be relevant if n 3 1. 
On the other hand, there exists another smooth-running symbolic 
calculus that is connected to the H,-calculus: it is the Fuchs calculus 
developed in [26]. Its complete asymptotics make it as easy to use as the 
Weyl calculus, though adapted to other types of problems. In particular, if 
two operators A and B have smooth symbolsf’and g satisfying reasonable 
estimates, then so does the composition A B; moreover, the symbol fog of 
AB admits an expansion where the various terms are products of 
derivatives off by derivatives of g. Let us emphasize that this is not true for 
the H,-calculus though, as will be shown elsewhere, an integral formula for 
the composition of symbols can be derived from the corresponding formula 
in the Fuchs calculus. However, Hilbert-space facts (like the boundedness 
of operators) are more easily proved in the H,-calculus than directly in the 
Fuchs calculus, though one can transfer this kind of results (when n = 0) 
from one side to the other. This is why we consider the results of the 
present paper, at the same time, as a major step in the development of the 
Fuchs calculus. Work in progress indicates that this calculus does indeed 
generalize to all values of n: we hope to complete its description in a 
further publication. 
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